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Leading Retrofit and Battery Integration
Services in Virginia
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Kilo Hollow Energy excels in retrofitting

and upgrading Virginia homes with Tesla

Powerwall for enhanced energy

independence and efficiency.

RICHMOND, VA, USA, July 13, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Kilo Hollow

Energy has been designated as a

Premier Installer of the Tesla

Powerwall, reinforcing its role in

advancing solar energy storage

solutions throughout Virginia. This recognition confirms the company's leadership in integrating

cutting-edge technology into residential energy systems, contributing significantly to regional

energy sustainability.

Achieving Tesla Premier

Installer status highlights

our commitment to

advanced home energy

solutions and our

unmatched expertise in

system retrofits.”

William Branch, President Kilo

Hollow Energy

Advancing Residential Energy Systems with Expertise and

Certification

The designation as a Premier Installer highlights Kilo

Hollow Energy’s commitment to bringing sophisticated

energy storage technologies to Virginia homes. With

industry-leading certifications in battery technology, the

company’s team excels in complex installations that boost

both the efficiency and reliability of home energy

systems.

Demonstrated Success in Solar and Battery Installations

Kilo Hollow Energy's portfolio features a range of successful retrofit projects and new

installations, which underscore its ability to enhance the energy resilience of Virginia homes.

These projects frequently involve integrating Tesla Powerwall units with existing solar systems,

showcasing the company’s capability to upgrade and optimize residential energy

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://kilohollow.com
https://kilohollow.com
https://kilohollow.com/tesla-powerwall-overview/
https://kilohollow.com/tesla-powerwall-overview/


Tesla Powerwall Certified Installer

Kilo Hollow Energy Tesla Powerwall

infrastructures.

Committed to Innovation and

Community Engagement

Since its inception in 2020, Kilo Hollow

Energy has been at the forefront of

promoting renewable energy solutions.

The company not only installs systems

but also engages in community

education and outreach to increase

awareness of the benefits of solar and

battery technology. This commitment

extends beyond installation as Kilo

Hollow Energy supports homeowners

in navigating incentives and rebates,

enhancing the accessibility and

affordability of solar energy.

About Kilo Hollow Energy

Founded in 2020, Kilo Hollow Energy

stands at the forefront of providing

solar and battery solutions in Virginia.

The company is dedicated to delivering

high-quality, reliable energy solutions

that foster energy independence and

sustainability.

For more information, please visit Kilo

Hollow Energy's website

William Branch

Kilo Hollow Energy Inc.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/727414316
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